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Effects of Hydrogen in Stress Triaxiality of API 5L X70 Steel
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Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) in API 5L X70 steel was investigated by testing notched and unnotched 
uniaxial tensile specimens and single-edge tension specimen, SE(T). Apparent hydrogen diffusivity 
(Dapp = 1.4 x 10-10 m2/s) and solubility (Sapp = 4.9 mol H/m3) were determined by electrochemical 
hydrogen permeation tests. Through mathematical fitting, it was possible to separate the strong traps 
present at the beginning of the first permeation curve (φ = 0.43 mol H/m3). Uniaxial tensile tests showed 
a loss of ductility of up to 33% in the hydrogenated condition. Fracture mechanics tests exhibited 
a toughness decrease of 14% after exposure to hydrogen. The high resistance to HE was presented 
suggesting that these microalloyed steels can solubilize hydrogen in the matrix with low segregation, 
reducing the impact on embrittlement. A mix of ductile and quasi-cleavage fracture was observed in 
the hydrogenated samples with an increased stress triaxiality.

Keywords: API steel, Hydrogen embrittlement, Single-edge tension specimen, Notched tensile 
strength; Stress triaxiality.

1. Introduction
API 5L X70 steels are used in oil and natural gas transport 

pipelines and are therefore subjected to different environments 
and operating conditions that can affect their life cycle1. 
One of the main reasons for the degradation of the mechanical 
properties of these steels is the exposure to hydrogen (H) in 
service. High hydrogen concentrations in the pipeline can 
provoke some reduction on the mechanical properties of the 
steel, such as loss of ductility and mechanical strength2,3, 
causing hydrogen embrittlement, HE. The susceptibility of 
these steels to HE has been investigated by experimental 
tests4-8 and computational simulations9-12 by several authors 
over the years, but the critical H concentration in pipeline 
steels2 is still not fully elucidated. This concentration is 
strongly dependent on different aspects of the steel being: 
microstructure, hardness, precipitates, and elements in 
solid solution.

Hydrogen diffusion behavior has been studied through 
electrochemical hydrogen permeation (EHP)4-8,13-20 to understand 
physical variables such as solubility and diffusivity of H in 
steels. In the last decades, numerous authors have performed 
different mechanical tests with notched specimens in the 
presence of H9,10,21-25 to address the critical conditions of 
hydrostatic stress and hydrogen concentration. In general, 
it has been observed that HE increases when the stress 
triaxiality conditions are higher25. The maximal triaxial 
stress state is responsible for a high volumetric strain that 
favors H accumulation, in addition to contributing to crack 
propagation9.

In this context, the objective of this study is to analyze 
the diffusivity and solubility of hydrogen based on theoretical 
and experimental calculations. The effects of H in API 5L 
X70 steel under different plastic constraints were also analyzed 
through uniaxial tensile tests and fracture mechanics tests in 
single edge notch tension specimens, SE(T), to characterize 
the behavior of hydrogen under triaxial stress in different 
geometries.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and microstructure
API 5L X70 steel containing: 0.1C - 1.4Mn - 0.08(V, Nb, 

Ti), Fe balance in wt%, were used in this study. All tests were 
performed on mid layer specimens taken in a longitudinal 
direction. For the metallographic analysis, an optical microscope 
(OM), Olympus BX60M, and a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) Tescan Vega3 and energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS) in samples chemically etched with Nital 5% were 
used. Fracture surfaces were investigated using secondary 
electron images obtained with SEM, operating at 20kV.

2.2. Electrochemical Hydrogen Permeation Test
EHP tests were performed using a double cell13-15 at room 

temperature and with 1mm thick samples, L (x = [0, L]). 
From these samples, experimental and theoretical curves 
were obtained. The experimental curve (continuous line), 
used for the apparent diffusivity (Dapp) calculations, considers 
the strong and the weak traps and diffusible hydrogen in the 
lattice. The sigmoidal fit curve corresponds to the evolution *e-mail: dilson@metalmat.ufrj.br
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of the hydrogen flow (JL) as a function of time (t). Assuming 
that the apparent hydrogen diffusivity (Dapp) does not vary 
with concentration, this relationship is given by Equation 113:
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The electrochemical cells were separated by the 
working electrode. In the first cell, a cathodic current was 
applied to generate hydrogen, using 0.1 M H2SO4 + 2 mg/l 
As2O3 solution. In the second cell, a slight anodic potential 
was applied to promote the oxidation of all hydrogen atoms 
diffusing through the sample. The second compartment, 
responsible for hydrogen detection, was filled with 0.1 M 
NaOH solution14,15.

A cathodic current equal to 80 A/m2, was applied in the 
hydrogen generation side, using the galvanostatic/potentiostatic 
method13-15. When a steady state was reached, the cathodic 
current was interrupted and the hydrogen flux decreased to 
values close to the background current (~10-9 A). A second 
hydrogen permeation was performed using the same cathodic 
current to evaluate hydrogen permeation after filling the traps.

The apparent hydrogen diffusivity, Dapp, was determined 
by break-through time, tb, Equation 2 in the experimental 
curves13,14.
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The apparent solubility value (Sapp) was calculated by 
Equation 3:
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For the theoretical calculations of effective diffusivity 
(Deff/ Equation 2) and effective solubility (Seff/ Equation 3) a 
time correction was used, which disregards the strong traps 
that delay H permeation. The hydrogen concentration (φ) 
necessary to fill the traps at the beginning of the permeation 
can be calculated from Faraday’s law, assuming that the actual 
density has the same value as the steady-state hydrogen flux, 
J∞, as described in Equation 414:
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Trap densities were obtained through (NT), Equation 
54,26 was used, with Na corresponding to the Avogadro 
constant and DL to the diffusion coefficient in the lattice, 
free from traps:
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2.3. Uniaxial tensile testing
Uniaxial tensile tests were performed in specimens with 

two different geometries using them as-received, stress-free 

hydrogenated and hydrogenated applying elastic stress, at 
room temperature, under a strain rate of 5.10-4 s-1.

The unnotched cylindrical specimens followed the 
recommendations of ASTM E8/E8M standard27, with a 
diameter of 6 mm and a gage length of 35 mm. The cylindrical 
specimens, with V notch, followed the recommendations 
of the ESIS P6-98 (1998) standard28, with 6 mm internal 
diameter, 9 mm external diameter, 0.4 mm notch radius 
and gage length of 45 mm. The internal diameter of the 
specimens was used to calculate the stress. Details of the 
samples are shown in Figures 1a and 1b.

The specimens were hydrogenated for 24h in the same 
solution used in section 2.2 with a current density of 30, 80, 
200 and 500 A/m2. In addition to the electrolytic load, an 
elastic stress of 280 MPa was applied to the notched and 
unnotched specimens, corresponding to 50% of the elastic 
stress of the tested unnotched specimens.

2.4. Finite element method
The finite element method (FEM) was used to investigate 

hydrogen concentration through simulation in notched 
specimens. The model used 2D axisymmetric approximation 
with linear quadrilateral approximation elements. Ansys® 
software was used for finite element calculation, with mesh 
refinement at the notch tip (Figure 1b). The model was held 
in the lower fixation region of the specimen and a load was 
applied to the upper fixation region. The initial and boundary 
conditions were the same as those used in the hydrogenation 
process, described in Section 2.3. Hydrostatic stress and 
plastic strain calculations were then performed9,29.

Equation 6 was used to calculate the hydrogen 
concentration profile9:
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where CH is the hydrogen concentration, ϕ is the hydrogen 
activity, α is the Ramberg Osgood coefficient, C0 is the 
reference concentration, V* is the molar volume, σh is the 
hydrostatic stress, R is Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature 
in Kelvin, α is a constant and σh and ƐP are the hydrostatic 
stress and the plastic strain, respectively.

2.5. Fracture mechanics
Fracture mechanics tests were performed in SE(T) 

specimens at room temperature, following the BSI standard30. 
The tests were carried out in as-received and stress-free 
hydrogenated samples under the same conditions as in Section 
2.3 with a current density of 80 A/m2. The dimensions of the 
specimens are shown in Figure 1c and the value of a0/W is 
0.5. The dimensions were based on previous studies carried 
out in pipe steels31-36 and tend to a plane state strain, which 
shows the triaxial stress effect37.

To estimate the maximum value of J*, the elastic and 
plastic contributions to the strain energy of a notched specimen 
under mode I strain were considered38. Thus, Equation 7, 
based on the BSI standard30, was used for J* calculations.
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where K is the elastic stress intensity factor, E’ the longitudinal 
elastic modulus in plane strain, nP is a dimensionless geometry 
factor, UP represents the plastic area under the curve during 
load displacement, B is the sample thickness, W the width 
and a0 is the initial crack length. To solve Equation 7, 
complementary functions were used30. However, due to 
limitation for specimens with a W/B = 2, the dimensionless 
factor of the “nP” geometry was calculated according to 
Equation 838. This Equation is a 5th order polynomial fit, 
valid in the range of 0.2 ≤ a0/W ≤ 0.7, calculated for a ratio 
of H/W=10 as follows.
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3. Results

3.1. Microstructure
Figures 2a and 2b show the microstructure of API 5L 

X70 steel, where finely dispersed grains are observed in the 

matrix. The microstructural analyses reveled the following 
components: polygonal ferrite (PF), acicular ferrite (AF), 
ferrite-bainite (FB) and upper bainite (UB). PF is an equiaxed 
microstructure, while AF is irregular, with well-defined 
contours. The FB phase has large grains with not clearly 
identified boundaries. UB appears in laths, formed from the 
limits of austenite39. In Figure 2b tiny particles, probably 
carbon rich, are distributed along the grain boundaries8. 
This microstructure agrees with what is expected for a high-
strength micro-alloyed steel (HSLA)1,7,39-41.

3.2. Electrochemical Hydrogen Permeation
Figure 3 shows the hydrogen permeation curves for the first 

(3.a) and second permeation (3.b). Figure 3.c shows a comparison 
between both permeations with the normalized steady flow.

It can be seen in Figures 3a and 3b, that the experimental 
curves are similar to the fitted curve (dash-dot) demonstrating 
convergence in the theoretical calculations. It can be supposed 
that a local equilibrium was quickly reached42, indicating 
agreement in the amount of inclusions found.

The initial hydrogen concentration (φ) was 
calculated14,16 through the initial area between the two 
permeations (Figure 3c) with the integral defined between 

Figure 1. Specimens for: (a) stress-strain unnotched; (b) stress-strain notched e (c) single-edge tension specimen.
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zero and the time related to the filling of the strong traps. 
The calculated value was 0.5 mol H/m3. This result was 
similar to the φ calculated (Equation 4) and shown in Table 1.

Table 1 summarizes the experimental and calculated 
hydrogen diffusivity and solubility values for API 5L 
X70 steel, Dapp and Sapp, Deff and Seff, respectively. Deff is 
greater than Dapp due to the subtraction of the initial delay 

from the experimental permeation curve14. The apparent and 
effective solubility results of the first permeation differ due 
to the presence of deep traps at the beginning of the curve. 
Strong traps tend to be filled in the experimental curve of 
the first permeation1,7,14,18. These traps capture H, resulting 
in Sapp being higher than Seff. However, when analyzing the 
solubilities (Sapp and Seff) of the second permeation, it was 

Figure 2. Microstructure of API 5L X70 steel: (a) OM and (b) SEM.

Figure 3. Eletrochemical hydrogen permeation curves (API 5LX70): (a) first permeation, (b) second permeation, (c) comparison between 
first and second permeation.
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observed that a local equilibrium was reached42, which caused 
the solubility values to converge, due to the approximation 
of the Fickian behavior.

The lattice diffusivity value1,20,43,44, was used to calculate 
the lattice solubility, SL=0.2 mol H/m3. Thus, 96% of Sapp is 
attributed to the strong and weak traps of the API steel. Both 
papers19,20 showed that solubility of hydrogen is strongly 
influenced by strong and weak traps and that the lattice 
solubility hydrogen is between 2.4 – 4%, showing good 
convergence with the values in Table 1.

Trap density calculation (NT) was performed using Equation 
526, other equations can be found in the literature42,45-48. 
NT value of the first permeation corresponds to the strong, 
weak and lattice trap densities. The second permeation has 
the lowest NT value due to the strong trap saturation of the 
first permeation4,46,49-51. Comparing the results of trap density 
between the first and second permeation, a decrease of two 
orders of magnitude is observed. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the strong trap densities are of the order of 1025. API 5L 
X70 steels have a high defect density, as well as dislocations, 
vacancies, grain boundaries, and some carbides49. The initial 
trap density related to the presence of dislocations is cited in 
the literature as being in the order of 1013 m-2 and 1014 m-2 in 
acicular ferrite51-53. In addition to dislocations, in some studies 
NT correlates with grain boundaries and triple junctions4, 
vacancies, and carbides49.

3.3. Uniaxial tensile test
Figure 4a shows the stress x strain curves for the following 

samples: as-received unnotched (UAR), hydrogenated 
applying elastic tension unnotched (UHT50%), as-received 
notched (NAR), hydrogenated applying elastic tension 
notched (NHT50%) and hydrogenated applying no elastic 
tension notched with current density: 30 A/m2 (NHT0_I_030), 
80 A/m2 (NHT0_I_080), 200 A/m2 (NHT0_I_200) and 
500 A/m2 (NHT0_I_500). Figure 4b presents a comparison 
of the ductility loss values found by other authors9 and this 

study for different API 5L steel grades according to the 
applied current density.

Figure 4a shows that hydrogen caused a small reduction 
in ductility in unnotched and notched samples. There was also 
an enhanced loss of mechanical strength in NHT0_I_500, 
compared to the other samples. Hydrogen segregation at 
the tip of the notch, the highest stress concentration region, 
contributed to a greater mechanical strength decrease. 
The effect of hydrogen concentration at the tip of the notch 
was proven through a simulation, shown in Figure 5e. These 
results indicate that HE is controlled by stress and critical 
local hydrogen concentration which only occurs when 
the combination of both factors is satisfied in a specific 
microstructure54.

An increase in yield strength is observed in all hydrogenated 
samples, followed by a decrease in stress until a plateau is 
formed between the elastic and plastic regions (Figure 4a)22,55. 
Such evidence of hydrogen interaction with plasticity 
suggests that hydrogen may interfere with the propagation 
of the slip band at the beginning of the tensile test. For the 
notched samples, the yield strength   is higher than unnotched 
specimens, due to the stress concentration factor (Kt). The Kt 
calculated for notched samples were 2.554,56-57.

Figure 4.b shows that there was no loss of ductility 
of API 5LX70 steel for all tested current densities. When 
compared to notched samples of an API 5L X65 steel9, the 
loss of ductility becomes evident even for current densities of 
50 and 100 A/m2. The literature shows strong evidence that 
a refined grain microstructure containing acicular ferrite is 
responsible for a high resistance to HE8,58, this microstructure 
is presented in API 5L X70 steel.

The average of the uniaxial tensile test results is shown 
in Table 2. For unnotched specimens, the ductility of the 
pair of samples is within the values accepted by the API 
5L 2000 standard32. For notched samples, the presence of 
hydrogen decreased the ductility by up to 33%. Moreover, it 
is observed that all hydrogenated notched samples showed 

Table 1. Electrochemical hydrogen permeation results.

Permeation Dapp 10-10 
(m2/s)

Sapp  
(mol H/m3)

∆t’  
(s)

Deff 10-10 
(m2/s)

Seff  
(mol H/m3)

SL  
(mol H/m3)

ϕ  
(mol H/m3)

NT  
(m-3)

First 1.4 4.9 283 3 4.5 0.2 0.4 2.6 x 1025

Second 11.3 0.6 28 21.3 0.6 0.2 0 3.5 x 1023

Figure 4. (a) Stress x Strain diagram in as-received and hydrogenated samples; (b) Comparison of ductility loss for API 5L steels.
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Table 2. Tensile test results for notched and unnotched specimens.

Condition Yield Strength (MPa) Ultimate Strength (MPa) Total Deformation (%) Ductility Loss (%)
UAR 538 618 20 -

UHT50% 544 600 16 20
NAR 793 911 9 -

NHT50% 742 810 7 22
NHT0_I_030 726 794 6 33
NHT0_I_080 732 790 6 33
NHT0_I_200 735 807 6,5 28
NHT0_I_500 625 673 6,5 28

Figure 5. FEM of hydrogenated tensile samples with and without tension (a) finite element simulation with of hydrostatic stress; (b) finite 
element simulation of plastic strain; (c) hydrostatic stress profile along the radius; (d) plastic strain profile along the radius; (e) hydrogen 
concentration profile along the radius; (f) hydrostatic stress profile versus hydrogen concentration.
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a slight reduction in maximum stress, compared to UAR. 
In this study, it is demonstrated that the presence of notches 
intensifies the embrittlement9,55 due to the combined effects 
of hydrogen with the plastic restriction caused by the notch.

Thought, several uniaxial tensile tests and hydrogen 
permeability tests can be found in the literature to evaluate 
pipeline steels6,9,22, implying high resistance to HE in API 
steels, in agreement with this study.

3.4. Finite element analysis
Figure 5 represents the finite element analysis, FEA, 

to evaluate the hydrostatic stresses (Figure 5a) and plastic 
strain (Figure 5b) at local scale in the notch of the NHT50% 
sample. Figures 5c and 5d diagrams show hydrostatic 
stress and plastic strain of the NHT50%, UHT50% and 
UHT0 samples, comparing notched and unnotched specimen. 
The center of the specimen is r = 0 and the periphery 
r = 3 mm. Figures 5e and 5f present the normalized hydrogen 
concentration (CH/C0) across the radius of the sample and 
the relationship with the hydrostatic stress.

In Figures 5a and 5b, greater hydrostatic stress and plastic 
strain are observed at the tip of the notch, indicating higher 
susceptibility to HE in this region. Figures 6c and 6d show 
that the maximum hydrostatic stress and plastic strain occur 
at the tip of the notch9, NHT50% sample. In the samples 
without a notch, the hydrostatic stress remains constant 
depending on the elastic stress applied in the hydrogenation. 
The plastic strain was practically zero at the tip of the notch in 
the NHT50% sample. This condition proved to be sufficient 
to maintain the ductility of the steel at a macroscopic level 
(see Figure 4a).

Figures 5e and 5f present the results of hydrogen 
concentration profiles normalized by the maximum 
concentration9,59. Applying 50% of the elastic tension during 
hydrogenation increased the hydrogen concentration in 73% 
(NHT50%) and 33% (UHT50%), Figure 5e. Although the 

total plastic strain is very small for the notched samples, 
there is a significant concentration of hydrogen at the tip of 
the notch due to hydrostatic stress exponential growth, as 
shown in Figure 5f.

3.5. Fracture mechanics
The toughness of API 5L X70 steel was characterized 

considering the elastoplastic regime. Figures 6a and 6b show 
the load versus crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) 
and the maximum load versus the normalized area based 
on the literature31,33.

Figure 6a shows that the CMOD at maximum stress 
is lower for the hydrogenated pre charging (HPC) sample, 
indicating a decrease in toughness in this SE(T) specimen. 
The hydrogen has facilitated the dislocation movements that 
were previously stuck, decreasing the local energy, with a 
reduction in the maximum load being observed.

Figure 6b presents a linear behavior between the maximum 
load and the normalized area of SE(T) specimens without 
hydrogen charging (WHC). Dividing the ordinate axis by 
its abscissa, a constant value (ρ) can be obtained, indicated 
in Table 3. In the literature31,33, specimens with different 
dimensions were tested, whose ρ values show convergence 
with the one obtained in this study.

The Kt calculated for SE(T) geometry was obtained by 
the following Equation60:

( ) ( ) 2 3 4; : 1,12 0,231 10,55 21,71 30,382tK aY r where Y r r r r rσ π= = − + − + .

The value was equal to 16.6, while the value of Kt for 
the tensile test on notched samples was 2.5.  With these 
values, it is observed that even for high stress triaxiality, 
the hydrogenated steel presented good mechanical behavior.

Table 3 shows the fracture toughness values   calculated 
at the maximum point of the curve. A reduction of the 
maximum load is noted for the HPC samples compared to 
those without hydrogen charging, which is in agreement 

Table 3. Fracture mechanics test results with hydrogen pre charging (HPC) and without hydrogen charging (WHC).

Condition P  
(kN)

CMOD 
(mm) UP

Jel*  
(N/mm)

Jpl*  
(N/mm) np

J*MAX
(N/mm)

Tenacity 
Loss (%) ρ Δa

WHC 86.5 2.1 155 94 916 0.7 1010 - 0.6 1.1
HPC 81.6 2 133 84 785 0.7 869 14 - 0.7

Figure 6. (a) P versus CMOD diagram, of as-received and hydrogenated SE(T) specimens with a a0/W = 0.5 ratio; (b) maximum values 
and normalized area taken from the literature and obtained in this work in SE(T) samples WHC.
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with previous works61. The result of JMAX in WHC samples is 
similar to those presented in the J*-resistance curves of some 
studies34,62 with crack extension Δa=1.1 mm. The CMOD 
and plastic area values   calculated for the HPC sample show 
a slight decrease. Thereby, compared to WHC sample, a loss 
of fracture toughness of 14% can be observed in the presence 
of hydrogen (HPC sample). Different fracture toughness tests 
(by SE(T), SEN(B) and C(T) tests) are used depending on the 
level of conservatism that each one is proposed according to 
necessary requirements. However, this is not the only factor 
that exerts control over toughness results. The microstructure, 
the hardness and the amount of hydrogen introduced into the 
material are the most important points that can cause strong 
variation in the results of hydrogen embrittlement22,61-64. Hydrogen 
tends to accumulate in the regions of greater strain11,12,65 and 
the dislocation mobility can be enhanced by the higher 
hydrogen concentration at the tip of the notch. However, the 
high resistance to HE suggests that these microalloyed steels 
can solubilize hydrogen in the matrix with low segregation, 
reducing the impact on embrittlement.

The nP value (Table 3) complemented this study due 
to the geometric limitation of BSI Standard30. Numerous 

polynomial equations66-71 also suggest adjustments to satisfy 
the a0/W and W/B.

3.6. Fractographies
Figure 7 shows the fractographies of the mechanical tests. 

Figure 7a, UHT50% sample, shows the existence of dimples, 
which is a characteristic of ductile materials. The presence of 
hydrogen is indicated by regions morphologically so-called 
“fisheye”. The stress around the inclusions increases, promoting 
crack nucleation sites. It is implied that the weakening in 
this interface is a combination of three factors: the matrix/
inclusion interface, the generated microcavities, and the 
stress field coming from the matrix around the inclusion. 
Figure 7b, NHT50% specimen, shows a fractography with a 
predominant quasi-cleavage micromechanism with fisheye 
presence. Such results indicate that this fracture mode may 
be related to higher hydrogen concentration associated with 
hydrostatic stress (see Figure 5f)9,70.

Figure 7c shows the fractography of the SE(T) fracture 
mechanical test, HCP sample, region between pre-crack 
and crack growth. In Figures 7d and 7e, quasi-cleavage 
and micro-voids are visualized in the crack growth region. 

Figure 7. Fractographies of mechanical tests: (a,b) uniaxial tensile test, UHT50% and NHT50% samples; (c,d,e,f,g) fracture mechanic 
test, HCP sample.
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Throughout the entire specimen, inclusions were found 
with trapped hydrogen, which could be identified through 
the fisheye morphology (Figures 7f and 7g). The inclusions 
and oxides found are dispersed in small amounts. It is 
noteworthy, however, that most of the inclusions in the center 
of the fisheye present aluminum in their composition, which 
proves the weak interaction of hydrogen with these types of 
inclusions. This distribution of defects in the microstructure 
shows points of higher local concentration of hydrogen72, 
favoring HE. Secondary cracks, parallel to the main fracture 
crack were also observed in the present study (Figure 7c).

4. Conclusion
Hydrogen diffusivity, solubility, and also susceptibility to 

hydrogen embrittlement in API 5L X70 steel were investigated.
The hydrogen permeation tests were evaluated by apparent 

values   and compared with theoretical fitting calculations. 
The fit calculations managed to separate the strong traps at 
the beginning of the curve (ϕ = 0.43 mol H/m3) and showed 
good agreement with the experimental curve. The experimental 
values   of the first H permeation showed diffusivity equal to 
1.4 x 10-10 m2/s and solubility of 4.9 mol H/m3.

The uniaxial tensile test of notched and unnotched 
specimens showed that hydrogen promoted a minor loss of 
ductility, and the mechanical resistance for all tested current 
densities. Hydrogen was responsible for a 14% reduction in 
fracture toughness, indicating a high resistance to hydrogen 
embrittlement for varying conditions of stress triaxiality.
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